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A Dark Song

CHECK CATALOG

An unholy alliance between two damaged souls leads them on a disturbing descent into the depraved
realms of black magic. Sophia is a grieving mother desperate to make contact with her murdered son.
Joseph is an anti-social, alcoholic expert in the occult who reluctantly agrees to help her. Holed up in a
remote house amidst the desolate wilds of Northern Wales, the two embark on a grueling six-month
series of dark rituals that will push them both to the physical and psychological breaking point.

Atomic blonde.

CHECK CATALOG

The crown jewel of Her Majesty’s Secret Intelligence Service, Agent Lorraine Broughton is equal parts
spycraft, sensuality and savagery, willing to deploy any of her skills to stay alive on her impossible
mission. Sent alone into Berlin to deliver a priceless dossier out of the destabilized city, she partners with
embedded station chief David Percival to navigate her way through the deadliest game of spies. Rated: R.

Release Date: November 2017

Baywatch

BLURAY COMBO

Devoted lifeguard Mitch Buchanan butts heads with a brash new recruit. Together, they uncover a local
criminal plot that threatens the future of the Bay. Rated R.

Release Date: August 2017

The Beguiled

CHECK CATALOG

At a girl’s school in Virginia during the Civil War, where the young woman have been sheltered from the
outside world, a wounded Union soldier is taken in. Soon, the house is taken over with sexual tensions,
rivalries, and an unexpected turn of events. Rated: R.

Release Date: November 2017

The Big Sick.

CHECK CATALOG

A couple deals with their cultural differences as their relationship grows.

Release Date: August 2017
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Chuck

CHECK CATALOG

He was the pride of Bayonne, New Jersey, a man who went fifteen rounds in the ring with Muhammad
Ali, and the real life inspiration for Rocky Balboa. Before all that, Chuck Wepner was a liquor salesman and
father with a modest prizefighting career whose life changed overnight when, in 1975, he was chosen to
take on The Greatest in a highly publicized title match. Rated: R.

Release Date: August 2017

Churchill

CHECK CATALOG

June 1944. Allied Forces stand on the brink: a massive army is secretly assembled on the south coast
of Britain, poised to re-take Nazi-occupied Europe. One man stands in their way: Winston Churchill. An
impulsive, sometimes bullying personality fearful, obsessive and hurting. Fearful of repeating, on his
disastrous command, the mass slaughter of 1915, when hundreds of thousands of young men were cut
down on the beaches of Gallipoli. Obsessed with fulfilling historical greatness: his destiny. Rated: PG.

Release Date: October 2017

Dunkirk

CHECK CATALOG

A World War II thriller about the evacuation of Allied troops from the French city of Dunkirk before Nazi
forces can take hold. Rated: PG-13.

Release Date: November 2017

The fate of the furious
BLURAY COMBO

When a mysterious woman seduces Dom into the world of terrorism and a betrayal of those closest to
him, the crew face trials that will test them as never before.

Fight for Space

CHECK CATALOG

In the ‘60s and ‘70s, the Space Race inspired a generation to pursue careers in science and technology.
Then it all stopped. The film asks why this happened and calls to reawaken our sense of wonder and
discovery.
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Fist fight

BLURAY COMBO

On the last day of high school, mild-mannered English teacher Andy Campbell tries to keep it together
amidst senior pranks, a dysfunctional administration, and budget cuts that put jobs on the line. Then
he accidentally crosses his much tougher and deeply feared colleague, Ron Strickland, who challenges
Campbell to an old-fashioned throw down. News of the fight spreads like wildfire and it ends up becoming
the very thing the school, and Campbell, needs. Rated R.

Girls Trip

CHECK CATALOG

When four lifelong friends travel to New Orleans for the annual Essence Festival, sisterhoods are
rekindled, wild sides are rediscovered, and there’s enough dancing, drinking, brawling and romancing to
make the Big Easy blush. Rated: R.

Release Date: December 2017

The House

BLURAY COMBO

After the town takes away their daughter’s college scholarship a mum and dad start an illegal casino in
their friend’s house to make back the money.

Release Date: September 2017

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
CHECK CATALOG

It tells the true story of Henrietta Lacks, an African-American woman whose cells were used to create the
first immortal human cell line.

Inconceivable

CHECK CATALOG

Hoping to return to work as a doctor, Angela befriends young mother Katie and asks her to serve as a livein nanny. But Angela and her husband, Brian, have no idea about Katie’s horrific past, and Brian’s mother
grows suspicious. When infertile Angela asks Katie to become a surrogate mother, Katie’s ulterior motives
begin to surface, and Angela quickly realizes that things are not what they seem. Rated: R.

Release Date: August 2017
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Kill ‘em all

CHECK CATALOG

After a massive shootout, a mysterious stranger arrives at a local hospital on the brink of death. Then, a
foreign gang brazenly comes to the hospital to hunt him down. His nurse, the sole surviving witness to
the follow-up shootout, must face an FBI interrogation that unlocks a plot of international intrigue and
revenge. Rated: R.

Love by the 10th Date
CHECK CATALOG

Gabby, Nell, Billie, and Margot balance their dating adventures alongside their career ambitions at an upscale
digital magazine in Los Angeles, under the watchful eye of their editor, Maureen. Inspired by the site’s
relationship advice column on finding ‘the one,’ the ladies navigate the ups and downs of modern dating,
romance, exes, and friendships, and along the way they learn what they really want out of life and love.

Release Date: September 2017

Opening Night

CHECK CATALOG

A failed Broadway singer who now works as a production manager must save opening night on his new
production by wrangling his eccentric cast and crew. Rated: R.

Signed, sealed, delivered. From the heart
CHECK CATALOG

The beloved Postables discover a 200-year-old valentine that could change history, while their
investigation of a damaged letter leads them to a public figure who could be brought down by its
contents. And in the aftermath of Valentine’s Day, Oliver, Shane, Norman and Rita are each dealing with
heartbreaking circumstances.

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets
CHECK CATALOG

In the 28th century, Valerian and Laureline are a team of special operatives charged with maintaining
order throughout the human territories. Under assignment from the Minister of Defense, the two embark
on a mission to the astonishing city of Alpha. A mystery is at the center of Alpha, a dark force which
threatens the peaceful existence of the city. Rated: PG-13.

Release Date: December 2017
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Voice From the Stone
CHECK CATALOG

A haunting thriller set in an isolated castle in 1950s Tuscany, it tells the story of Verena, a determined young
nurse who is hired to help the mute young heir within. But the more she observes him, the more Verena
becomes convinced he has fallen under the spell of a powerful and otherworldly persona trapped in the
villa’s stone walls, one that seems to be rapidly entwining with her own. Rated: R.

War for the Planet of the Apes
BLURAY

Caesar and his apes are forced into a deadly conflict with an army of humans led by a ruthless Colonel.
After the apes suffer unimaginable losses, Caesar wrestles with his darker instincts and begins his own
mythic quest to avenge his kinds. As the journey finally brings them face to face, Caesar and the Colonel
are pitted against each other in an epic battle that will determine the fate of both their species and the
future of the planet. Rated: PG-13.

Release Date: November 2017

The White Princess.
CHECK CATALOG

Based on the Philippa Gregory book of the same name, the story of Elizabeth of York, the White Queen’s
daughter, and her marriage to the Lancaster victor, Henry VII.

Release Date: August 2017

Wish Upon

CHECK CATALOG

After her father presents her with a mysterious music box, Clare Shannon is surprised to find her every
wish coming true. Her joy slowly morphs into terror as she begins to realize the bloody price of each new
wish. Rated: PG-13.

Release Date: October 2017

The Wizard of Lies
CHECK CATALOG

It is the headline-making true story about the deceptions, lies and betrayals of Bernie Madoff, the man
who masterminded the most heinous financial swindle of our generation.

Release Date: October 2017

